SETTING OF THE CONSERVATION AREA

The area to the north of the proposed extension is
called Matlock Bank and is designated a conservation
area. The proposed boundary of the extension meets
the Mattock Bank conservation area boundary at the
junction of Bank Road and Lime Grove Walk.
Several notable public buildings such as Derbyshire
Dales District Council offices and some commercial
premises on Bank Road that lie within the Matlock
Bank conservation area also contribute to the setting
of the proposed extension. .Another example is the
Derbyshire County Council’s offices, formerly
Smedley’s Hydropathic Establishment, which
dominates many views from the proposed extension
area. In more general terms, the Matlock Bank
conservation area is residential in nature featuring a
mix of stone terraces and villas, often of substantial
proportions, interspersed with substantial tree
coverage. This serves to enclose the river valley to
the north and provides a most dramatic backdrop to
the proposed extension.

The proposed extension is situated alongside the
river Derwent on flat ground surrounded by rising
hillsides. This topographic situation is fundamental
to the character and setting of the area. There are
extensive views out of the area which visually link it
with its immediate and more distant environs
including views towards Riber Castle to the south.
The visual links with the rising slopes of Matlock to
the northeast are particularly characteristic and the
view up Bank Road, through the conservation area,
is a key view within the proposed extension.

To the south west of the river lies the Matlock
Bridge conservation area, which is focused on Dale
Road; the original commercial heart of Matlock. As
has been documented earlier, this area developed
earlier due to its position above the flood plain. Its
buildings mostly predate Crown Square, with some
being contemporaneous. Dale Road itself is still
commercial in nature although is secondary to
Crown Square which has meant that the original
form, structure and character are fairly intact. As
with the town centre, buildings turn their back on
the river, and the river valley is well planted. The
landform rises to a ridge to the south adding to the
sense of the valley’s enclosure, with views beyond to
open countryside. The Matlock Bridge conservation
area is not particularly visible from the proposed
extension area, as views are effectively screened by
the intervening vegetation along the river Derwent.
However the historical connections between the two
areas, made tangible by Bridge itself, are an
important aspect of the proposed extension’s setting.

Hills rising above the Conservation Area
The river Derwent is an important feature in this
regard as it established a clearly defined boundary for
the proposed extension area as well as being an
important element in the area’s visual and historical
setting. The tree lined banks for the river tend to
mask the water course but in themselves help define
the boundary of the area as well as providing an
attractive backdrop for many views into and across
the area. The impact of the river is particularly felt
from within Hall Leys Park.

To the south, the river winds its way downstream
around High Tor towards Matlock Bath, whilst to
the south-east Riber Castle provides a rugged
silhouette on the hilltop. Formerly the home of John
Smedley, the castle terminates several key views from
the town centre, notably from Bakewell Road, from
Hall Leys Park, and from Imperial Road.
The immediate area around the proposed extension,
particularly along Causeway Lane and Bakewell Road,
does not contain buildings of the same architectural
quality or character, for this reason the proposed
extension does not encompass buildings along
Causeway Lane or Firs Parade. The former cinema
on Causeway Lane is however an important element

Visually enclosed river banks
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of the proposed extension’s setting. This highly
distinctive building forms a visual reference point for
a key view down Causeway Lane from Crown Square.
It also defines the junction with Steep Turnpike and
the gateway into the town centre as well as being an
example of 1920s cinema architecture.

Former Cinema
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